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An air conditioner (AC) consumes a significant proportion of the total household power consumption. Primarily used in
developing countries, decentralised AC has an inbuilt thermostat to cool the room to a temperature, manually set by the users.
However, residents are incapable of specifying their goal through these thermostats - maximise their comfort or save AC
energy. State-of-the-art portable thermostats emulate AC remotes and assist occupants in remotely changing the thermostat
temperature, through their smartphones. We propose extending such thermostats to portable+ by adding a Comfort-Energy
Trade-off (CET) knob, realised through an optimisation framework to allow users to balance their comfort and the savings
without worrying about the right set temperature. Analysis based on real data, collected from a controlled experiment (across
two rooms for two weeks) and an in-situ deployment (across five rooms for three months), indicates that portable+ thermostats
can reduce residents’ discomfort by 23% (CET selection for maximal comfort) and save 26% energy when CET is set for
maximising savings.
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1

INTRODUCTION

“If India’s usage of Air Conditioning (AC) eventually matches the U.S. level, its energy demand
for cooling would be 14 times that of the U.S.” [41].
Given the growing market of ACs, meeting the electricity demand in tropics and subtropics is becoming ever more
challenging. Being a major power consuming appliance in residential buildings, efficient and optimised usage of
an AC can save significant energy across these geographies [3, 8]. Unlike central air conditioner prevalent in
developed economies, a majority of these geographies employ window, split, or cassette AC units embodying a
compressor unit to regulate temperature in individual rooms. To feed in the comfort requirements, residents set
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Fig. 1. For a given weather condition, Alice, Bob, and Eve might feel comfortable at different set temperatures depending on
their individual preferences. Even within their comfortable band (indicated by shaded region), there is a scope of varying
the thermostat temperature to achieve better comfort while minimising the AC energy consumption. Portable+ thermostat
empowers the residents in deciding between attaining the peak comfort (CET = 0), maximising the energy savings for
CET = 1 (i.e. power saving mode), or maintaining a balance between both (0 < CET < 1).

the AC thermostat temperature (also referred as the set temperature) that varies across people, depending on
their personal preferences. For instance, the comfort of Alice, Bob, and Eve goes up and down for distinct values
of set temperature while assuming the same effect of extrinsic factors such as weather (Figure 1). People similar
to Eve prefer a higher range of thermostat temperature and others like Alice feel pleasant if AC operates at low
temperature for a particular climate. Though set temperature is a matter of choice, it directly influences the AC
energy consumption. Portrayed by the black arrow (in Figure 1), the AC energy consumption decreases as the
user raises the thermostat temperature for a given atmospheric condition. This way, with Alice’s preferences, she
will always end up consuming on the higher side and start believing (rather incorrectly) that savings are beyond
the bound of possibilities.
People feel comfortable in a range of temperatures. Alice is unaware of the fact that whether she set the
thermostat at 18◦C, 19◦C, or 20◦C, she will perceive similar sensations (depicted by blue shaded area in Figure 1)
for a given environment. Now, assume that Alice starts the AC at 18◦C thinking that lowering the thermostat
temperature will make the room more comfortable. She hardly knows that raising the set temperature to 19◦C
can attain the peak comfort (for her) while also reducing the AC energy consumption. Moreover, moving the set
temperature to 20◦C can further increase the savings (from AC) while making her slightly (and possibly within
an acceptable range) uncomfortable. With limited knowledge about the comfort-energy tradeoff, residents (like
Alice) prefer to set a fixed thermostat temperature in their daily routine. Therefore, a thermostat should report
the users, “What temperature settings will provide personal comfort and the cost efficiency?” [44]. State-of-the-art
commercially available portable thermostats [40, 42] and smart ACs [25] emulate the IR (infrared) commands of
the AC remote; thus allowing them to control their AC even from their smartphone. Besides, they also monitor
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the user location to provide “comfort” features such as location based on/off and precooling the room as per the
schedule set by the user. Although portable thermostats collect temperature data from occupied area, they neither
monitor the user comfort within the room nor assist the residents in achieving their desired comfort and savings,
simultaneously. A thermostat should provide occupants with a way to adjust and control the conditions; if not
given, controls become ineffective, inappropriate or unusable [34]. Thus, there is a high motivation to provide
users with an additional knob that allows them to specify their goal beyond the set temperature - minimise
AC energy consumption (savings), maximise comfort, or maintain a balance between both. Based on the input
specified by residents on the knob, the thermostat should adjust the set temperature to attain the peak comfort
and energy savings, simultaneously. Control approaches applying automated setpoint variation (i.e. intelligent)
save up to 26% energy when compared with scheduled set temperature [32].
We build portable+ thermostat on top of the existing portable thermostat by adding a knob (varying between 0
and 1) to let the residents optimise between comfort and energy consumption. We call this knob CET - Comfort
Energy Trade-off. Nicol et. al. [34] pointed out three contextual variables to decide if conditions are comfortable
for the residents - climate, nature of the building, and time. Taking the work forward, we realise the proposed
thermostat through an optimisation framework that considers all three stated variables. The framework leverages
a physics-based thermal model to simulate the room environment for any weather conditions. To learn the model
parameters, framework records the room temperature data and adapts the generic model to imitate the thermal
behaviour of the room. With time, as framework collects more and more data, it keeps updating the model
parameters to accommodate temporal changes in building’s thermal behaviour. For a given weather forecast, the
tuned thermal model works as a simulation testbed to decide the optimal thermostat temperature for the AC,
while optimising for occupants’ comfort and the energy savings, independently and jointly. In this work, we
consider a lumped parameter thermal model that divides the room into multiple zones and applies for thermal
balance across them (Section 3.2.1). Given the modular architecture of the framework, the thermal model (and
the other components) are replaceable with their refined versions to further improve the outcome.
We analysed the benefits of enhancing portable to portable+ thermostats towards reducing the user discomfort
and improving the energy savings. For the study, we gathered temperature data from a two-week controlled
experiment in two rooms (a bedroom and a living room) of a home and a three-month in-situ deployment across
five rooms of five different homes. For the stated dataset, our analysis indicates that portable+ thermostats can
reduce residents’ discomfort by 23% when trying to attain peak comfort, and save 26% energy in power-saving
mode. Pervasive adoption of portable+ thermostats can result in significant aggregate reductions at the global
scale to attain sustainable use of energy.
To summarise, the major contributions of this paper are:
(1) Extending portable thermostats to a smart portable+ thermostats that equip the residents with a CET
knob to specify their comfort requirements along with the set temperature.
(2) Optimisation framework to dynamically vary the set temperature (for the AC) as climate changes; thus,
achieving the desired CET value, as input by the users on portable+ thermostat.
(3) Field evaluation of extending portable to portable+ thermostats for a lumped thermal model,
demonstrating simultaneous savings in energy consumption and improvement in user comfort.

2

RELATED WORK

Programmable thermostats were one of the initial attempts in the direction of energy savings in central HVAC
(Heating, Ventilation and Cooling) units across residential buildings. Beyond the conventional thermostats, they
offered an additional feature to set HVAC operating schedule. For a (regular) home occupied by multiple people
having their individual calendar to follow, programmable thermostats proved to be an inefficient approach [22, 35].
Smart thermostats [30] surpassed the shortcomings of programmable thermostats by learning residents occupancy
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patterns to control the HVAC. Google Nest [33] is one such realisation of smart thermostats for residential spaces.
Recent studies [18, 23, 36, 39] evinced the feasibility of energy-efficient control for centralised HVAC units while
using reactive and predictive thermostats. However, in contrast to developed countries, room level split or window
air conditioners (decentralised ACs) are common across developing countries. Given an inbuilt thermostat (having
an inbuilt controller) of the window ACs, it is infeasible to use commercial smart thermostats with them.
Decentralised ACs are ubiquitous in many parts of the world; thus optimising their energy consumption is
need of the hour. Appliance-level feedback can result in 5-15% savings in power consumption [7]. Understanding
the noteworthiness of the appliance-level feedback, PACMAN informed occupants about the impact of changing
thermostat temperature on AC energy consumption in the Indian context [20, 21]. MyJuolo used temperature
data collected from a USB logger to learn a thermal model of the room to infer the optimal thermostat
temperature for the occupants [38]. Lork et. al. [29] proposed a data driven framework for AC load forecasting
using advanced machine learning techniques. If followed, these recommendations can lead to significant energy
savings, but the realisation of these energy savings mainly depend on the residents’ attitude; thus can benefit
from automation [5]. Previous studies [27, 28] also proposed control algorithms to optimise duty-cycles of the
AC compressor. Some studies [2, 24, 26] also suggested upgrades for various AC components for energy-efficient
usage of the decentralised ACs. While the feedback based approaches depend on the residents to decide their
comfort, hardware upgradations (of window ACs) makes various assumptions about the human comfort during
the design phase.
To further ameliorate the user experience, manufacturers introduced smart and web-based ACs having
numerous modes of operations (such as sleep mode), along with the capability to control the AC from the
smartphone. Similarly, state-of-the-art portable thermostats ([42], [40]) allow residents to operate their AC
locally as well as remotely (from any other location) through their smartphones. When the user’s smartphone
location is close to home, they pre-cool/heat the room (to improve residents’ comfort) and switch AC off (to save
energy) as soon as occupants leave their residence. However, understanding the impact of outside weather
conditions and thermostat temperature towards energy savings and occupants comfort (as studied in this paper)
provide an attractive value proposition for window AC units [8, 15, 16]. Such an analysis is largely absent in
research literature that primarily focused on optimising central HVAC for developed countries.
The specified advances (in the domain of residential conditioning) neither monitors the user experience
nor quantify the effect of their energy-efficient approach on the residents. Studies [12, 37] proposed thermal
imaging to monitor thermal comfort of the occupants while attempting to reduce energy footprints through air
conditioning. In residential apartments, camera sensing will be a breach of the residents’ privacy. McCartney et.
al. [31] shows that changing the set temperature with outdoor temperature does not increase the discomfort
while raising the energy savings. Following on these studies, we propose portable+ thermostat with a CET knob
to specify comfort requirements along with the thermostat temperature. To realise we propose an optimisation
framework that utilises a theoretical thermal model to vary the set temperature while considering changing
weather conditions. The framework automatically learns the model parameters (before every AC usage) using
historical data to adapt the thermal model to any room while also accounting for changes in the local conditions
with time.

3

OPTIMISATION FRAMEWORK

Beyond set temperature, a portable+ thermostat provides the user with an additional knob of CET (ComfortEnergy Trade-off) realised through an optimisation framework comprising of a tuner and an optimizer (Figure 2).
Initially, tuner of the framework takes a lumped thermal model and tunes its parameters for a particular room
environment after gathering the data from a few AC usages in that room. The process of using real-world data
to tune parameters of a thermal model is called Grey Box Modelling and widely practised by the researchers in
various domains. Next, the optimizer takes set temperature and CET (from the user), and the tuned thermal model
Proceedings of the ACM on Interactive, Mobile, Wearable and Ubiquitous Technologies, Vol. 1, No. 2, Article 14. Publication date: June 2017.
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Fig. 2. Left to Right: Alice mentions the thermostat temperature and her comfort requirements (CET) through her smartphone
before switching on the AC. Besides the user input, the optimizer (of the framework) also takes a tuned thermal model
generated by learning the parameters of a generic (thermal) model using the data from recent n historical AC usages from
Alice’s room. The set temperature, CET, and tuned thermal model act as an input for the framework to predict optimal set
temperature for the Alice for a given weather forecast. Though the optimizer predicts for a fixed duration, it periodically
updates the set temperature with changing atmospheric conditions.

(from the tuner) to optimally control the AC. The tuned thermal model along with current room temperature and
the weather forecast empowers the optimizer in simulating temperature across the room. The simulated data for
the thermostat temperature (set by the user) acts as a reference point to compute the comfort requirements of the
user i.e. where it lies on the curve (from Figure 1). The optimizer utilises the calculated comfort to look for an
optimal thermostat temperature to achieve the desired CET value. On completion of ongoing usage (and prior to
next AC usage), framework updates the model parameters while using the data gathered from the current usage
and a few other recent historical AC usages.

3.1

Optimizer

An AC contains an inbuilt thermostat that uses on and off hysteresis to maintain the desired room temperature,
set by the user on the thermostat. When temperature sensor (of the inbuilt thermostat), embedded within the
AC, senses that room temperature is close to the lower threshold (off hysteresis), the controller (of the inbuilt
thermostat) shuts down the compressor, a major power consuming component of the AC. Correspondingly, when
the room temperature attains the upper threshold (on hysteresis), the controller again turns on the compressor.
At any time instance during the AC usage, the thermostat temperature (provided by the user) is used by the AC
to decide whether to keep compressor on or off . Compressor being the major power consuming component of
the AC, its state (at any time instance) principally drives the AC energy consumption. Thus, to improve the user
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Table 1. PMV ranges for each sensation level

Sensation

pmvll (Lower Limit) pmvul (Upper Limit)

pmvref

Cold

-

-2.5

-3.0

Cool

-2.5

-1.5

-2.0

Slightly Cool

-1.5

-0.5

-1.0

Neutral

-0.5

+0.5

0.0

Slightly Warm

+0.5

+1.5

+1.0

Warm

+1.5

+2.5

+2.0

Hot

+2.5

-

+3.0

experience, the optimizer finds a set temperature with least impact on the user comfort while minimising the
compressor on duration.
When a resident turns on the AC, (s)he sets the thermostat temperature and a CET value. The optimizer utilises
the set temperature to simulate the room temperature and AC compressor state. However, within a room, the
temperature in any region depends on numerous factors such as the distance from the AC, exposure to external
weather conditions, and heat transfer from the adjacent spaces, among others. Thus, the framework leverages a
theoretical thermal model to understand temperature variations within the room. As thermal conditions may
vary significantly from one home to another, the tuner adjusts the model parameters for a particular environment
using the data from its historical AC usages. The optimisation framework, using the tuned thermal parameters
and weather forecast, predicts AC compressor state (to compute savinдs) and the region-wise temperature (to
calculate region-wise discomfort) for various thermostat temperature. While savinдs (in AC energy consumption)
quantifies the impact of a particular set temperature on AC energy consumption, discomfort signifies the effect
on occupants’ comfort. The optimizer outputs a thermostat temperature that maximises the weighted average of
savinдs and discomfort for a given value of CET.
savinдs (%) =

Eact − Enew
× 100
Eact

(1)

3.1.1 Energy Savings. It is the percentage change in AC energy consumption before (Eact ) and after (Enew )
changing the thermostat temperature (Equation 1).
discomfort =| pmvact − pmvr ef |

(2)

3.1.2 Occupants’ Discomfort. Franger’s Predicted Mean Vote (pmv) is an ISO 7730 standard and widely used
to estimate human comfort within the buildings [10]. It assigns a numerical value based on (1) ambient air
temperature (◦C), (2) mean radiant temperature (◦C), (3) air velocity in the room (m/s), (4) relative humidity
(%), (5) metabolic rate of the occupants (met), and (6) clothing insulation of the occupants (clo). On a thermal
scale, pmv varies from Cold (-3) to Hot (+3) and consists of seven sensitivity levels for the humans (Table 1) each
having a lower (pmvll ) and an upper bound (pmvul ). Comfort is subjective and differs from person-to-person.
Given that people adapt themselves to a particular environment, their preferred sensation often deviates from
Neutral [17, 37]. Therefore, the proposed framework based on the set temperature provided by the residents
estimates the desired sensation of the occupants. The optimizer then looks for a thermostat temperature that
keeps the pmv close to the midpoint (pmvref ) of the estimated sensation level (Equation 2).
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Though it is viable to monitor each factor which is required to compute pmv, the current thermal model
(discussed in Section 3.2.1) of the framework computes pmv using temperature in the region (under consideration)
as the ambient air temperature, wall temperature as the mean radiant temperature, and remaining as per the
ASHRAE (The American Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air-Conditioning Engineers) standards. We discuss
pmv computations and value of each factor in detail in Section 3.3.
3.1.3 Comfort-Energy Trade-off. The AC settings differ across the users according to their cooling requirements.
Some people prefer to optimise the AC usage to reduce their electricity bill, while others choose to cover themselves
with thick blankets and set their AC thermostat to lowest possible temperature. The proposed framework allows
the residents to mention their preference through CET, for any thermostat temperature.
G )
score = α × sG
avings + (1 − α ) × (1 − discomfort

(3)

The optimisation function (Equation 3) maximises score to get the optimal value of set temperature for the
G are the
thermostat. To bring both (savinдs and discomfort) on the same scale ([0, 1]), sG
avings and discomfort
metric values normalised with the maximum savings and discomfort, for the particular AC usage. We subtract
the later half from 1 to make the overall problem a maximisation problem. α is the weight that ranges from 0
(min discomfort) to 1 (max savinдs) and decided based on the value set by the residents on CET on the portable+
thermostat. While finding the optimal thermostat temperature, framework ensures that the following constraints
are satisfied:
(1) Enew ≤ Eold i.e. in worst case, optimizer should return the actual thermostat temperature set by the users.
(2) pmvll ≤ pmvnew ≤ pmvul i.e. any change in thermostat temperature should keep occupants’ comfort
(i.e. pmvnew ) within the same sensitivity level as of pmvold .
Since occupants are free to use the AC as per their convenience, the optimizer considers pmvold as their
comfortable sensitivity level. Therefore, the second constraint ensures that user comfort (after changing the
thermostat temperature) remains within the lower (pmvll ) and upper (pmvul ) limits of the actual sensitivity level
(Table 1).

3.2

Tuner

Different parts (or regions) of a room perceive different temperature. The equation between region-wise
temperature is non-linear; therefore, the framework needs a simplified model to emulate the thermal response of
a building by capturing its essential behaviour. Studies show that analysis based on ‘lumping’ entire room into a
small number of parameters can help develop smart, powerful, and energy-efficient solutions [11, 12, 38]. In
contrast to extensive instrumentation of a room, embedding thermal model in the framework also ensures
scalability of the approach to any environment. We now present one such thermal model to demonstrate the
approach. Though in the specified model, we divide the room into three regions, Appendix A presents a generic
formulation for a space separated into n-regions.
3.2.1 Thermal Model. In a controlled experiment, we deployed temperature sensor in three distinct regions
(let’s say R1, R2, R3) and noted an average temperature of 23◦C, 27◦C, and 34◦C (during the AC usage) for a
set temperature of 24◦C. Motivated by Lake Thermal Stratification [6] that divides the lake into 3 different
thermal zones - top zone which receives sunlight, bottom zone which is always dark and cold, and a mixing zone
inbetween wherein water from top and bottom zone mix due to currents; we also divide the room into 3 regions Low Impact Region (lir ), Moderate Impact Region (mir ), and High Impact Region (hir ). Here, hir corresponds to
the area in proximity of the AC, thus facing direct and the maximal impact of the cold air coming from the AC.
Further, mir is the region where occupants spend their significant time and often have an indirect effect of AC
cooling, while lir primarily includes the corner spaces of the room. Instead of physical boundaries, these regions
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Fig. 3. Pictorial representation of various thermal interactions considered in the thermal model of the proposed optimisation
framework

are considered to be separated by a thin layer of air having negligible thermal mass. The framework extends a
2nd order thermal model [9] and targets to improve the user experience in mir for the demonstration purpose.
(t +1)
(t )
(Twall
− Twall
) × Cwall

τ

(t )
(t )
(t )
(t )
(t )
(t )
wall
hir
mir
= Kex
t × (Tex t − Twall ) + Kwall × (Thir − Twall ) + Kwall × (Tmir − Twall )

(4)

(t )
(t )
lir
+Kwall
× (Tlir
− Twall
)
(t +1)
(t )
(Thir
− Thir
) × Chir

τ

(t )
(t )
(t )
(t )
(t )
(t )
hir
hir
mir
= Kex
t × (Tex t − Thir ) + Kwall × (Twall − Thir ) + Khir × (Tmir − Thir )

(5)

−Q AC × S AC + ηhir

(t +1)
(t )
(Tmir
− Tmir
) × Cmir
(t )
(t )
(t )
(t )
(t )
(t )
mir
mir
mir
= Kex
t × (Tex t − Tmir ) + Kwall × (Twall − Tmir ) + Khir × (Thir − Tmir )
τ
(t )
(t )
lir
) + ηmir
+Kmir
× (Tlir
− Tmir

(6)

(Tl(tir+1) − Tl(tir) ) × Cl ir

(t )
(t )
(t )
(t )
(t )
(t )
l ir
lir
lir
(7)
= Kex
t × (Tex t − Tlir ) + Kwall × (Twall − Tlir ) + Kmir × (Tmir − Tlir ) + ηlir
τ
Equation 4 and Equation 5-7 describe the mathematical formulation for the heat lost/gained (due to indicated
thermal interactions) by the wall (facing outside), and the three regions of the room (hir , mir , and lir ), respectively,
in a given time interval τ . During the time duration τ , we consider conductive heat transfers due to the difference
in temperature of the region (under consideration) and the adjacent spaces such as weather conditions, wall
(facing outside), neighbouring regions, and the AC as depicted in Figure 3. We assume negligible heat transfer
through adjacent rooms within the home. Tex t takes care of the changing weather conditions and thermal noise
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Table 2. List of symbols used in the proposed thermal model

Symbol

Description

Unit

τ

Sampling Interval

s

r

Thermal region ∈ {hir, mir, lir }

−

ηr

Thermal noise in region r

−

Q AC

Cooling capacity of AC

kW

Tr(t )

Temperature in region r at time instance t

◦C

(t )
Tex
t

External temperature at time instance t

◦C

(t )
Twall

Temperature of wall (facing outside) at time instance t

◦C

Cr

Thermal capacity of region r

k J /K

Cwall

Thermal capacity of wall (facing outside)

k J /K

r
Kwall

Heat transfer coefficient between wall (facing outside) and region r

kW /K

r
Kex
t

Heat transfer coefficient between external environment and region r

kW /K

wall
Kex
t

Heat transfer coefficient between wall (facing outside) and weather

kW /K

mir
Khir

Heat transfer coefficient between hir and mir

kW /K

l ir
Kmir
(t )
S AC

Heat transfer coefficient between mir and lir

kW /K

AC compressor state (on/off ) at time instance t

−

(depicted by ηr , where r ∈ {hir , mir , lir }) in each region models the dynamic occupancy patterns and various
other activities, such as frequent opening/closing of doors/windows in the room.
hir
mir
lir
hir
mir
lir
wall
mir
lir
θ = {Cwall , Chir , Cmir , Cl ir , Kwall
, Kwall
, Kwall
, Kex
t , K ex t , K ex t , K ex t , Khir , Kmir , ηhir , ηmir , ηlir , Q AC } (8)

Table 2 lists all the symbols used in the thermal model. The thermal model consists of 17 parameters (Equation 8)
where each parameter is physically significant in the real-world and should be adapted to a particular environment.
Depending on the material of the wall, insulation quality, and various assumptions, it is feasible to compute
theoretical values for the stated parameters, but that will make the approach unscalable across diverse type of
rooms. Besides, with aging, each parameter of a thermal model can see noteworthy deviations in their values, e.g.
efficiency of AC might degrade with time. Therefore, before predicting each AC usage, the tuner automatically
adjusts each parameter (of the thermal model) based on the data gathered from a few recent historical AC
usages. The tuner uses theoretical values from the literature [4, 14] to derive appropriate range for initializing the
parameters. Initialisation based on theoretical values ensures inclusion of domain knowledge while performing
statistical optimisation.
3.2.2 Tuned Thermal Model. The power of Grey Box Modelling lies in its ability to tune the model parameters
(with time) using the sensory data. As tuning involves the actual (temperature) data collected from the room, the
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adjusted parameters are an approximate representation of the thermal behaviour of the room. By using the data
from recent n AC usages, tuner keeps updating the parameters (before each AC usage) to accommodate changes
in weather conditions, user activities (in the form of thermal noise), and various other dynamics of the room.
(t )
(t )
The optimal parameter vector θ ∗ minimises the total squared error between estimated (Thir
) and observed (T̄hir
)
temperature in hir to tune the model parameters (Equation 9).

θ = arg min
∗

θ

t off
X
t =t on

(t )
(t ) 2
(Thir
− T̄hir
)

(9)

t on and t off are the time instances when user turned the AC on and off, respectively. The objective function
r , Kr
wall , K mir , K lir , Q
is convex and quadratic with added constraints of {Cr , Cwall , Kex
, Kex
AC } ≥ 0, ∀r ∈
t
t
mir
wall
hir
{hir, mir, lir }. We solve this constrained convex optimisation problem using the SNOPT solver in AMPL, a
modelling language for mathematical programming. In an attempt to avoid local optimum, we initialize each
parameter with twenty random instances of parameters, limits (lower and upper) of whom are derived from the
domain knowledge. Empirical evaluation over the collected dataset shows that the data from n = 4 usages (each
of length 4 hours) can tune the (discussed) thermal model with a decent accuracy.
The optimizer utilises the tuned thermal model to predict region-wise temperature and AC compressor state at
each time instance. While region-wise temperature computes the user comfort, the predicted compressor state
(S AC ) calculates the AC energy consumption (Equation 10).
(t )
S AC
×τ
3600

Pt off
Enerдy (kW h) = Pr ×

t =t on

(10)

(t )
Pr is the rated power consumption of the AC, and S AC
denotes the AC compressor state at any time instance
on
off
t. Here, t and t are the time instances when user turned on and off the AC, respectively. 1/τ denotes the
sampling rate in hertz (Hz) used for the data collection.

3.3

Putting Things Together - A Case Study

For a random day from one of the rooms of in-situ deployment, we now illustrate the functioning of the proposed
framework in finding optimal set-temperature to control the AC. For the scenario under consideration, the
thermostat is present in hir and set at 21◦C. The sensors are collecting data every 2 minutes, thus setting τ = 600
seconds to compute the AC energy consumption. Besides, we use standard ASHRAE values for other parameters
to calculate pmv at any time instance during an AC usage. The occupants never used the fans; thus we use
standard value (for a static environment) for the velocity of air i.e. 0.5 m/s. We set relative humidity to 50% as the
thermal model (Section 3.2.1) only predicts the room temperature. Though it is feasible to predict humidity by
using a further complex thermal model, we limit the scope of this study to temperature only and leave dynamic
humidity exploration as part of our future work. We conducted both the studies during summers; thus we set
clothing level to be 0.5 clo. Also, given that study included only bedrooms and living rooms, occupants were
either sitting or sleeping during the AC usages (also confirmed by the residents). Thus, we set metabolic rate
equal to 1.0 met, defined for occupants sitting in the room. The value of τ and other parameters (to compute
pmv) will be valid even for the subsequent analysis of the framework in Section 4.
Table 3 shows the analysis to find optimal set temperature for a given value of set temperature and CET (or α).
When set at 21◦C, the value of pmv = −0.13 indicates that residents (in mir ) will feel Neutral during the AC
usage and consume 6.24kW h energy. Based on this information, the optimizer of the framework looks for a set
temperature that maximises the score and keeps the sensation level at Neutral (in mir ).
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Table 3. Illustration of optimisation framework through an AC usage where AC is currently set at 21◦C

savinдs

comfort

energy savinдs

sG
avings

α = 0.2

0.78

0.24

1.56

0.48

3.83

2.41

2.29

3.25

Tset

pmv

21

−0.13

22

+0.08

0.21

0.25

0.75

5.46

23

+0.28

0.41

0.49

0.51

4.68

24

+0.49

0.62

0.74

0.26

25

+0.71

0.84

1.00

0.00

discomfort

G
discomfort

G
comfort

score
0.5

0.8

0.65

0.50

0.34

0.51

0.50

0.49

0.74

0.36

0.50

0.65

1.00

inv

inv

inv

6.24

3.3.1 Maximise Comfort (α = 0.2). When α (or CET) is set to 0.2, the optimizer changes the thermostat
temperature to 22◦C for maximising the user comfort during the AC usage. By increasing the set temperature by
1◦C (21◦C → 22◦C), residents will experience better comfort as it brings the pmv closer to the mean value of
Neutral sensation (pmv = 0.0). Moreover, running the AC at 22◦C also reduces the AC energy consumption by
0.78 kW h (i.e. 13%) while improving the user experience.
3.3.2 Comfortable Energy Savings (α = 0.5). CET = 0.5 implies that users are ready to compromise a little on
their comfort but also looking for potential energy savings for the AC. Though scores remain same by increasing
the thermostat temperature to 22◦C, 23◦C, or 24◦C, the optimizer set AC at 23◦C. By doing so, energy savings
increases to 25% (with a slight drop in comfort) while maintaining an equilibrium between both comfort and the
savings.
3.3.3 Maximise Savings (α = 0.8). Next, we demonstrate the potential of the framework in maximising the AC
energy savings. Though setting the thermostat to 25◦C will result in maximal savings, but it violates the second
constraint of the optimisation function (of the optimizer) i.e. pmvnew should remain within the same sensitivity
level (Neutral). As Tset = 25◦C is an invalid temperature (depicted by inv) for the thermostat, framework operates
the AC at 24◦C to achieve the desired CET. Raising the set temperature from 21◦C to 24◦C increases the energy
savings to 39% i.e. three times of the energy savings obtained by setting the CET = 0.2.
The framework in a portable+ thermostat dynamically decides the set temperature, as explained above, in
fixed time windows by looking at the weather prediction fetched from a weather station. This will ensure that
while the user provides a static reference set temperature and a personal desire to optimise between comfort and
energy savings, the framework automatically keeps changing the set temperature in accordance with user inputs.
Next, we assess the accuracy of our tuned thermal model in simulating the temperature (across the regions)
followed by the impact analysis (of both portable and portable+ thermostats) on occupants’ comfort and the AC
energy savings.

4

EVALUATION

In real world, portable+ thermostat senses temperature from a single location in the room. To emulate the actual
condition in different parts of the room, proposed framework uses a lumped parameter thermal model; tuned
using the temperature data gathered from the sensing point. For a comprehensive analysis, we carried out a
controlled experiment in two rooms (bedroom and living room of a home) over two weeks and collected data from
three different locations within the room, each representing a different thermal zone. The controlled experiments
helped us in examining various hypothesis. For a broad and diverse evaluation of portable+, we conducted an
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in-situ deployment across five different homes over a duration of three months and monitored everyday AC usage
by the occupants. For both the dataset, using Leave-p-out Cross Validation (Lpo-CV), we assess tuned parameters
(of lumped thermal model) in estimating the temperature across different regions. Later, using the tuned models,
we analyse the impact of portable+ thermostats on occupants’ comfort and AC energy consumption. We begin this
section by briefing our experimental setup used for the data collection across controlled and in-situ deployments.

4.1

Data Collection

For both controlled experiments and in-situ deployment, we connected a low-cost temperature sensor (Maxim
DS18B201 ) to a single-board computer (Raspberry Pi). For ground truth, we also monitored power consumption
of the AC across all the rooms. We pushed the collected data to a cloud server.
4.1.1 Controlled Experiment. We deployed three temperature sensors in a bedroom (represented as CEBR
herein) and a living room (designated as CELR herein) of a home for a duration of two weeks. While the bedroom
was small in size (floor area of 13.2 m 2 ) having a 1.5 tonne AC, the living room was comparatively larger in size
(floor area of 20.06 m 2 ) containing a 2 tonne AC. To decide the regions for placement of temperature sensors,
we asked a few volunteers to feel the cooling from the AC at distinct points in the room. For each room, we
combined volunteers’ feedback with temperature measurements at those locations to deploy three temperature
sensor, one in each region of the thermal model - high impact region (hir ), moderate impact region (mir ), and low
impact region (lir ). To monitor weather conditions, we kept one temperature sensor in the balcony of the home.
During the study, we set the thermostat to different temperatures and experienced diverse weather conditions.
4.1.2 In-Situ Deployment. To further validate our hypothesis in real-world, we also conducted an in-situ
deployment in five different homes (for three months) which consist of three bedrooms (ISR1, ISR2, ISR5) and
two living rooms (ISR3, ISR4). One of the biggest challenges for in-situ deployment was to ensure occupants’
comfort in daily routine. Therefore, during the data collection, we asked residents to follow their usual routine
and only confirm their thermostat temperature for each AC usage. Further, to avoid inconvenience to the
occupants, we monitored temperature only in hir (nearby AC) and AC power consumption (for ground truth). To
monitor the weather conditions, we used an API of third party weather stations (Weather World Online [45])
which reports temperature as recorded by their nearest station every half an hour. We understand that not
monitoring the temperature in other regions (for tuning the thermal model) and also using a proxy (in the form of
a weather server) to monitor weather conditions can develop a bias during the impact analysis of data from in-situ
deployment. However, this also represents a genuinely low-cost and scalable transition to portable+ that monitors
the temperature at only one location in the room. We use data from controlled experiments to understand the
accuracy for estimating temperature across the regions when data from only one region is available.
q
error = E[(Tr(t ) − T̄r(t ) ) 2 ], ∀r ∈ {hir, mir , lir }

4.2

(11)

Validation of Tuned Parameters

Tuned thermal model from our optimisation framework is a pre-requisite to analyse the impact of set temperature
and placement of portable+ thermostat on occupants’ comfort and AC energy consumption. We use root mean
square error (RMSE) in estimated temperature across the different regions to evaluate the accuracy of proposed
framework in tuning the parameters of the thermal model (Equation 11), where E[.] denotes the expectation of
squared error.
1 https://www.maximintegrated.com/en/products/analog/sensors-and-sensor-interface/DS18B20.html
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Fig. 4. Leave p-out Cross Validation: Using data from WS instead of LS had little impact on RMSE when objective function
varied from O1 to O3 but introduced uncertainty in estimating Thir across both (a) Bedroom (CEBR) and (2) Living Room
(CELR) from the controlled experiment. (c) Tuned thermal model (using O1 as the objective function), estimated the
temperature across three regions with reasonable accuracy while using WS (to monitor weather) for both the rooms in
controlled experiment. (d) Accuracy in estimating Thir for both bedrooms (ISR1, ISR2, ISR5) and living rooms (ISR3, ISR4)
from the in-situ deployment.

4.2.1 Leave p-out Cross Validation (Lpo-CV). We term an AC usage as the duration from the time user switched
on the AC till they switched it off. In Leave-p-out Cross Validation (Lpo-CV), we train the model from n − p AC
usages and test the tuned parameters over remaining p usages. Here n is the total number of such AC usages
observed during the data collection and p denotes the size of test dataset. For example, if there are 10 AC usages
in a home and p equals 30%, then we train our model using first seven usages and test the tuned parameters over
remaining three usages. It continues in a circular fashion until it learns the model on all possible combinations of
n − p consecutive AC usages. In our case, we divided the total number of usages (n) into 70% training and 30%
testing dataset for all the rooms, from both the deployments.
O1:

t off
X
t =t on

(t )
(Thir

(t ) 2
− T̄hir
) ,

O2:

X

t off
X

r ∈ {hir,mir } t =t on

(Tr(t )

− T̄r(t ) ) 2 ,

O3:

X

t off
X

(Tr(t ) − T̄r(t ) ) 2

(12)

r ∈ {hir,mir,lir } t =t on

We begin the validation with analysing the influence of (1) choice of objective function i.e. O1, O2, and O3
(Equation 12), and (2) monitoring weather conditions using a local sensor (LS) in place of an API from third
party weather station (WS). As we vary the objective function from O1 to O3, we need additional temperature
information sensed across different regions. Figure 4a and 4b compare the RMSE (in estimating Thir ) for CEBR
and CELR, respectively, across three different objective functions when using WS and LS to monitor the outside
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Fig. 7. Simulation error stabilizes
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weather conditions. We observe that including more information (O1→O2→O3) in the objective function while
making a little improvement in estimating Thir across both the rooms, reduced standard deviation by 0.03◦C. We
further noted that temperature from WS deviated (absolutely) by 6◦C (σ = 2.8◦C) from the temperature sensed
by LS, resulting in some uncertainty in estimating Thir (i.e. increase in standard deviation).
Next, we validate the tuned thermal model (using Lpo-CV) on the data from the controlled experiment (in
estimating Thir , Tmir , and Tl ir ) while using O1 as the objective function and weather data from World Weather
Online [45]. Figure 4c shows the mean error in estimating temperature across the three regions while using the
tuned thermal model. We noticed a mean RMSE of 1.54◦C (σ = 0.38◦C), 1.19◦C (σ = 0.68◦C), and 1.64◦C (σ =
1.48◦C) in estimating Thir , Tmir and Tl ir , respectively, in the bedroom. Even though the living room was larger
than the bedroom, and connected to a corridor (possibly resulting in some thermal leakage), tuned thermal model
estimated Thir , Tmir and Tl ir with an RMSE of 1.22◦C (σ = 0.68◦C), 1.15◦C (σ = 0.99◦C), and 1.81◦C (σ = 1.18◦C).
These errors align with those presented in the existing literature [9] and show that thermal model is reasonable
enough to estimate temperature across the regions, specifically for our application. While reducing objective
function (to O1) and using WS (to monitor weather) brings a little uncertainty in the tuned parameters, they
are critical in ensuring that the proposed approach is scalable and less intrusive for the occupants. To be closer
to a scalable scenario and analyse its effectiveness, we deployed only one (temperature) sensor in hir and used
(third-party) weather server for the validation of tuned thermal models from in-situ deployment. We observed
that RMSE increased to 3.15◦C (σ = 0.77◦C) for the bedrooms (ISR1, ISR2, ISR5) and 7.4◦C (σ = 4.6◦C) for the
living rooms (ISR3, ISR4), as shown in Figure 4d.
4.2.2 Where Things Went Wrong. Primary reason for the increase in errors and standard deviation for insitu deployment is the increase in thermal noise due to numerous uncontrolled and dynamics activities of the
occupants present in the room. In Section 3.2.1 we outlined a thermal model that depicts the dynamic activities
of the occupants as a noise in each region (ηr ) which is constant at any time instance t. Thus, a source generating
constant (thermal) noise will make insignificant effect on simulation accuracy, although dynamic and random
activities during the AC usage can increase the simulation errors significantly. For instance, we carried out an
experiment (in a controlled setting) to understand the impact of five activities in simulating the room temperature
- (1) keeping doors open, (2) keeping windows open, (3) running the (ceiling) fan, (4) single occupant working,
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Table 4. Tuned parameters of the thermal model for each rooms from both controlled and in-situ deployments

Parameter

CEBR

CELR

ISR1

ISR2

ISR3

ISR4

ISR5

6

7.9

5.2

4.9

7.6

8

5.32

Chir , k J /K

206

475

311

516

787

862

439

Cmir , k J /K

148

160

148

348

495

337

271

Cl ir , k J /K

90

110

50

150

275

431

112

653

153

453

153

833

670

492

hir , kW /K
Kwall

0.34

0.18

0.22

0.12

0.83

0.35

0.16

mir , kW /K
Kwall
l ir , kW /K
Kwall
hir , kW /K
Kex
t

0.06

0.23

0.11

0.01

0.51

0.24

0.07

0.03

0.35

0.09

0.03

0.91

0.41

0.25

0.09

0.32

0.13

0.13

1.59

0.23

0.28

mir , kW /K
Kex
t

0.24

0.13

0.02

0.02

0.84

0.44

0.07

l ir , kW /K
Kex
t

0.4

0.14

0.07

0.03

0.75

0.95

0.15

mir , kW /K
Khir

0.29

1.1

0.4

0.88

0.82

1.12

0.99

l ir , kW /K
Kmir

0.37

0.6

0.23

0.43

0.85

0.37

0.87

wall , kW /K
Kex
t

0.15

0.15

0.17

0.09

0.72

0.36

0.16

ηhir

0.15

0.34

0.26

0.71

3.1

1.38

0.47

ηmir

0.48

0.18

0.33

0.63

3.76

3.09

0.59

ηl ir

0.35

0.48

0.48

0.58

5.85

4.05

1.2

Q AC , kW

Cwall , k J /K

and (5) multiple occupants working (Figure 5). During the experiment, we carried out each activity for an
hour under similar weather conditions and noted slight deviations in RMSE across the activities. However, for
in-situ deployment, users were allowed to follow their daily schedule which resulted in (a few) AC usages that
incorporated (random) noise from multiple of such sources. To illustrate, Figure 6 presents one such usage
annotated with multiple activities that arose at distinct time intervals while using the AC. As the (current) model
is unaware of changing fan/door/window status (on/off), it will predict assuming an average noise through these
sources; thus inflating the errors. In bedroom, people used their AC mostly during the night while sleeping; thus,
the influence of dynamic activities is less when compared to the living rooms. Further, living rooms also include
many shared spaces such as corridor impacting the thermal leakage from the room and raising the average error
during cross-validation. While a higher order thermal model can reduce these errors, but such a model will
require more information; thus additional instrumentation of the home.
4.2.3 Sensitivity Analysis. The tuner learns from historical n usages to predict and analyse (n + 1) th usage
for optimal set temperature. To select the value of n, we measured the average simulation accuracy for all the
rooms (from in-situ deployment) while varying the size of training data from one to ten AC usages (Figure 7). We
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Fig. 8. Impact Analysis: (a) Energy savings increase when we move our optimisation goal from minimising discomfort to
maximise energy savings (α = 0.0 → 1.0) across all the rooms. The portable+ thermostat is consistent with achieving these
energy savings across different set temperature for both type of rooms; (b) Bedroom and (c) Living Room from the controlled
experiment. (d) When compared with portable thermostat, portable+ thermostat increases comfort (by reducing discomfort)
across all the room. Similar to energy savings, % change in discomfort (∆discom ), when moved from portable to the portable+
thermostat, has a weak correlation with Tset across both (e) Bedroom and (f) Living Room from the controlled experiment.

observed that simulation accuracy averaged over all the rooms (dotted line) stabilises at four usages and shows
insignificant improvement beyond that. Thus, in real-world, we used four recent historical usages to learn our
thermal model to predict for the next usage. However, to set up the testbed (for Impact Analysis), we tuned the
thermal model for each room using the complete dataset i.e. including all AC usages for a particular room. As we
are bound to respect the privacy concerns of the volunteers, the list of learned parameters ensures that results are
reproducible even though we are unable to share the datasets. Table 4 summarises the learned model parameters
for all the rooms. Using the testbed, we next present our impact analysis on portable+ thermostats to quantify
their impact on occupants’ comfort and AC energy consumption, in terms of savinдs and discomfort.

4.3

Impact Analysis

Optimisation framework requires tuned thermal model (of the room), external temperature, and Thir at the time
when AC was turned on (t on ). Therefore, to carry out the impact analysis, we collected historical weather data for
the period when we conducted both the studies (controlled and in-situ). From our (in-situ) dataset, we observed
that much (45%) of the AC usages (across all the rooms) was between 12 AM and 4 AM. Therefore, for the period
of controlled study (2 weeks) and in-situ deployment (3 months), using the tuned thermal model of each room,
we estimated the temperature (in hir , mir , and lir ) between 12 AM to 4 AM while considering a diverse set of
thermostat temperature. During the simulation, we set the thermostat at 25◦C (for the controlled experiment)
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and frequently used set temperature (by the residents) for in-situ deployment i.e. 27◦C (ISR1), 24◦C (ISR2), 26◦C
(ISR3), 25◦C (ISR4), and 21◦C (ISR5). Based on the estimated temperature measurements (across all regions) and
AC compressor state, we assess the potential of portable+ thermostats in attaining maximum savings while
reducing occupants’ discomfort.
∆discom (%) =

discomfort pot − discomfort pot +
discomfort pot

(13)

We use ∆discom (Equation 13) to depict percentage change in discomfort when shifting from portable to a
portable+ thermostat. Here, discomfort pot + indicates occupants’ discomfort observed due to portable+ thermostats
for the optimal settings, while discomfort pot depicts the discomfort incurred by using portable thermostats. A
higher value of ∆discom implies better user comfort (or reduced discomfort) if switched from portable to a
portable+ thermostat to optimise AC energy consumption.
Figure 8a and Figure 8d shows the average savinдs and ∆discom (when compared to the portable thermostat)
across different rooms while varying the α in Equation 3. As we move our optimisation to maximise energy
savings from maximising occupants’ comfort (α = 0 → 1), we noted a significant increase in energy savings
across all the rooms, with maximum energy savings of 50% achieved for ISR3. On the other end of the spectrum,
with α = 0, significant improvement in comfort was achieved (as expected), with the maximum change in comfort
being 50% attained for ISR2. Further, in controlled experiments, we collected data at different set temperatures to
understand the savings and comfort potential across different user settings. We observed that improvement in
comfort (Figure 8e, 8f) along with increased energy savings (Figure 8b, 8c) is achievable across a range of set
temperatures. Before moving further, we remind readers that across all the optimisations (that we discuss now),
we ensure that the constraints (1) Enew ≤ Eold , and (2) pmvll ≤ pmvnew ≤ pmvul are met, as discussed in the
previous section.
4.3.1 Maximise Occupants’ Comfort (α = 0.0). The job of the AC is to maintain comfortable room temperature
for the occupants. Thus, we begin our analysis with maximising comfort (or minimising discomfort) for the
occupants. With α = 0.0, our analysis shows that portable+ thermostats reduce occupants’ discomfort by 23%
(σ = 11%) (Figure 8d) while still saving 11% (σ = 7%) (Figure 8a) energy (across all the rooms), as compared to
portable thermostat. These improvements over portable thermostat are given the fact that portable+ thermostat
seek to attain peak (from Figure 1) for Alice which ensures minimal discomfort (in mir ) while optimising for AC
energy consumption.
4.3.2 Comfortable Energy Savings (α = 0.5). The power of portable+ thermostat lies in its potential to attain
comfortable energy savings i.e. optimise AC energy consumption while maintaining occupants’ comfort. As
we move α to 0.5, savinдs increased to 21% (σ = 14%) while reducing discomfort by 7% (σ = 15%). The high
deviations (in ∆discom ) is given the fact that human comfort may vary significantly as per the weather conditions.
Thus, with a change in climate, comfort requirements of Alice (curve in Figure 1) may shift either towards left or
right. However, Alice following a daily routine will operate her AC at 18◦C which can fall towards left on the
much lower side and also close to the peak value. Depending on where user comfort resides (on the curve) for
a given set temperature and weather conditions, likelihood of savings and comfort may vary significantly in
magnitude. Such variations across diverse climate further advocate the necessity of portable+ thermostat for
residentials ACs.
4.3.3 Maximise Energy Savings (α = 1.0). Next, we move our optimisation goal towards maximising the
energy savings. We observed that now portable+ thermostat is no better than a portable thermostat in reducing
the occupants’ discomfort while optimising the AC energy consumption. Discomfort introduced by portable+
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thermostat increased by 10% (σ = 12%) when compared with portable thermostat, however, energy savings also
increased to 26% (σ = 12%).
To conclude, referring to savinдs for 18◦C (from Figure 8b), our analysis indicates that portable+ thermostat
empowers Alice in saving 10% energy while keeping her comfort intact (α = 0.5) while using the set temperature
from her daily routine. With slight discomfort, savings (from AC) can raise up to 14% by switching to power
saving mode of the thermostat. Moreover, to do so, all she need to do is set the thermostat at any temperature
and mention her requirements (peak comfort/maximal savings) at CET, and portable+ thermostat will take
care of everything else. By using the portable+ thermostats, residents (like Alice) can attain a balance between
their comfort and energy savings. Depending on their preference, they can save up to 26% energy (when set on
power saving mode) and reduce their discomfort by 23% while aiming for the peak comfort. Realised savings
can be significantly improved by further optimising the control logic of portable+ thermostat through various
applications, which we discuss in the next section.

5

DISCUSSION

In this work, we proposed portable+ thermostat followed by exhibiting the approach using a 2nd order thermal
model, extended from existing literature. For the detailed thermal model, we depicted numerous sources affecting
the room temperature (such as doors, windows, fans, among other) as a lumped thermal noise that ensued lower
accuracy for a few usages from in-situ deployment. However, thermal model is input to the framework, and
installing motion sensors (to detect occupancy) and relay sensors (to determine door/window status) will allow
the system to utilise thermal models with low errors. Also, the framework is open to refinements for any n-region
room (Appendix A), places where residents possess inverter ACs (Appendix B), or any other scenario; therefore,
model assumptions should not be confused with the limitations.

5.1

Limitations

In this work, we contributed a portable+ thermostat (by adding CET knob), an optimisation framework to realise
the thermostat, and a field study to exhibit its potential towards comfortable energy savings. Though we propose
portable+ thermostat, this study neither deals with the thermostat design nor its mobile application. Studies
show that human-centric prototypes of such devices (and applications) can significantly influence the outcomes;
thus we keep that thread open for the concerned community.
Further, the optimisation framework comprises of two components - (1) optimizer, and (2) tuner. The
optimisation function (of optimizer) aim to maximise the weighted average of savinдs and discomfort. The stated
function ensured 26% savings for power-saving mode and enhanced the user experience by 23% in an attempt to
attain peak comfort for the residents. Though the wide adoption across the community establishes the reason
behind the choice of metrics (such as PMV), and functions (for savinдs, discomfort, and score) in the framework;
they are the nut and bolts of the proposed system. Tightening them might boost the performance of portable+
thermostat; therefore, the community is encouraged to study their variants towards enhancing the proposed
framework.
The portable+ thermostat is capable enough to work for any window ACs in any geography of the world, but we
analysed its effectiveness through a dataset collected from the homes of a particular area in India. Climate, users’
attitude (towards energy savings), and many other factors differ significantly across the geographies. Though the
shown numbers are an indication of better comfort along with notable energy savings, there can be considerable
discrepancy across (and within) the countries. Besides, a real-world implementation of the technology is critical
to understand its effectiveness in achieving the desired goals of comfort-energy balance.
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5.2

Future Work

We noted that portable+ thermostats possess the potential to scale up with existing infrastructure and only
need data from a single location in the room. Empowered with the estimates of temperature across different
regions, portable+ thermostats are better suited to provide region-specific comfort as compared to conventional
portable thermostats. Further, occupants’ location (whether they are home/away) can empower the portable+
thermostat to run model predictive control (MPC) [1] for better energy savings without affecting occupants’
comfort. A portable+ thermostat also holds its utility across commercial units where multiple split ACs are used
such as restaurants and bank branches, among others [19]. Such commercial premises often possess a tremendous
potential for energy savings as the installed ACs typically run on their full capacities without accounting for
cooling impact from neighbouring ACs (serving the same zone). We are in early discussions with some of these
commercial units to set up portable+ thermostats within their premises to decide the optimal set temperature,
jointly for all the ACs serving the common zone.

6

CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a Comfort-Energy Trade-off (CET) knob in portable thermostats to allow the residents’
specify their goal (max. comfort/savings) along with the thermostat temperature. Further, to actualize such a
thermostat, we propose an optimisation framework that automatically tunes the parameters of a generic thermal
model to a particular room environment. The framework using the tuned thermal model in addition to set
temperature and CET (provided by the user), dynamically vary the AC thermostat temperature according to the
weather conditions. An analysis of the data collected from a controlled experiment (spanning two rooms for over
two weeks) and in-situ deployment (across five rooms for three months) suggests that portable+ thermostats can
reduce occupants’ discomfort by 23% when maximising the user experience. Further, these thermostats are also
capable of reducing AC energy consumption by 26% during the power-saving mode. Next, our plan is to deploy
these thermostats across diverse environments, ranging from homes to small retail outlets to solve various other
real-world problems discussed in the paper.

A

GENERIC N -REGION IMPLEMENTATION OF THERMAL MODEL

In Section 3, we presented a thermal model for a room divided into three regions (hir , mir , lir ) based on the
cooling impact of AC. The shown model is derived from a generic n-region formulation of a thermal model
adapted from [13, 43] (Equation 14-17).
(t +1)
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(Twall
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) × Cwall
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Fig. 9. Resistive-Capacitive Network for the Generic Fig. 10. Pictorial representation of room temperature and AC power
Implementation
consumption for Non-Inverter (top) and Inverter (bottom) AC

For generic implementation, r ∈ [1, rl ] where r = 1 implies the region closest to the AC, and rl denotes the
farthest region from the AC. τ is the time constant and T (t ) , C, and η indicate the temperature (at any time
instance t), thermal capacity, and thermal noise, respectively, for the location depicted by their subscript. K is the
heat transfer coefficient between the regions (including wall and external conditions) shown by their subscript
and the superscript.
|θ | = 5n + 2

(18)

Figure 9 presents the Resistive-Capacitive network of the generic implementation where the thermal capacity
of a particular area is shown as a capacitor, and resistor indicates the heat transfer between the two regions
(including the wall and external conditions). The size of the set of parameters (for the thermal model) is directly
proportional to the number of regions (n) in a room (Equation 18). Though the large size of parameters makes the
optimisation problem complex and slow, increasing number of regions will only need a refined thermal model for
the framework.

B

THERMAL MODEL FOR INVERTER AC

In Section 3.2.1, we discussed the thermal model of a room with a non-inverter AC. Such an AC depends upon
return air temperature (as measured by internal thermostat) and set temperature (provided by the user) to decide
the compressor state (on/off ) - a major power consuming component. The compressor of a non-inverter AC has a
fixed speed motor that can either run at full speed, or stop altogether. Thus, to maintain the desired temperature
(set by the user at thermostat), the compressor motor of a non-inverter AC runs at full speed till the time return
air temperature reaches the off hysteresis. Subsequently, controller completely shuts down the AC compressor to
allow rise in temperature, till the time on hysteresis is attained. Due to the temperature cycles, average room
temperature remains close to the thermostat temperature set by the user. Therefore, for a fixed speed compressor,
the shown thermal model denoted the AC state through a binary variable S AC which can either be on (i.e. S AC = 1)
or off (i.e. S AC = 0).
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On the other hand, an inverter AC has a variable speed motor that can work even at a low RPM (rotations
per minute); also known as Variable Frequency Drive (VFD). Initially, the compressor motor of an inverter AC
runs at full speed to achieve the desired temperature. When controller senses that return air temperature is close
to the set temperature, in place of complete shutdown, the motor rotates at a minimum speed to maintain the
temperature you want. Thus, inverter AC empowers the residents in saving significant energy while maintaining
better comfort in the room. However, to extend the proposed thermal model for an inverter AC, S AC is updated
to take any value between 0 and 1. As the goal of the framework is to find optimal thermostat temperature for
the AC, it can also assist an inverter AC to maintain better comfort for the occupants while optimising the AC
energy consumption.
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